
CDV –- Seated view of a cavalry trooper with Brady, New York backmark.  

This image was held in an album that contained a number of 2nd 

Massachusetts Cavalry images, with identical Brady markings.  An identical 

image is found in Wesley Howe’s album, marked H. Quantlow, Regt. Band.  

Sharpness and clarity are excellent with soldier staring to camera, his 

patterned ascot and distinct hairstyle belying his determined expression.   

Collection #521.   

 

 

 

CDV - Vignette view of Bugler Peter E. White, bugler for the Cal Hundred 

of the 2nd Massachusetts Cavalry.  He was promoted to his position with the 

storied Cal Hundred, only after the death of the only other bugler to act in 

the company, Alfred Lee (see Collection #499) receiving the commission on 

December 15, 1864. 

 Image is slightly faded but very sharp.  CDV bears no backmark.  

White is wearing a cavalry shell jacket and his characteristic bushy 

moustache.  His faded ink signature appears at bottom, "Very respectfully, 

Peter E. White."  Collection #523.   $600 

 

CDV – Excellent standing view of Samuel J. Corbett, cavalry trooper from 

the Cal Hundred who fought with the 2nd Mass Cavalry.  Corbett enlisted 

from San Francisco at the age of 25, on November 10, 1862.  He was 

promoted to Corporal then reduced to ranks for some unknown reason.  

Having mended his ways, he was promoted to Sergeant, but yet again 

reduced to the rank of private.  Possibly to keep him out of trouble, Corbett 

was placed in the band.  His tall and striking figure is evident in this image.  

Ink signature "yours truly, S. J. Corbett. 2nd Mass Cav band".  “Chas. H. 

Danforth, Cambridge Mass" backmark with 3¢ revenue stamp.  Corbett kept 

an excellent journal that exists today.  Collection #522   SOLD 

 

CDV – Vignette bust view of Californian Joseph W. Johnson who enlisted 

on April 6, 1863 with the Cal Battalion, mustering into Co. F as a Corporal.  

He was 28 years old and a millwright at time of his enlistment.  Eventually 

promoted to Sergeant, Johnson was captured at Rockville, MD on July 13, 

1864 and was paroled on October 17 of that same year.  He mustered out 

with the regiment. 

 CDV is sharp but slightly faded.  Ink signature "yours truly, J. W. 

Johnson" on face with "A. C. Christy, Kansas City, Mo." backmark.  

Collection #525.   $300 

 

 

CDV - Vignette bust view of Californian Joseph W. Johnson who enlisted 

on April 6, 1863 with the Cal Battalion, mustering into Co. F as a Corporal.  

He was 28 years old and a millwright at time of his enlistment.  Eventually 

promoted to Sergeant, Johnson was captured at Rockville, MD on July 13, 

1864 and was paroled on October 17 of that same year.  He mustered out 

with the regiment. 

 CDV is sharp, depicting a postwar image with oval embedded frame. 

Johnson is dressed in postwar attire.  Backmark is "Lee Knight, Topeka, 

Kansas."  Collection #526.  $150 


